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Our Community, Our Place, is a book detailing the educational and 
personal journeys of several Tumut High School students. They were 
able to connect and gain further insight into the significant cultural 
places, spaces and people in Tumut. The trips students participated 
in were immersive and impactful because they were mentored by 
Aboriginal community leaders and Elders. Students reflected on 
knowledge they have learnt and are passing it through this book to 
raise awareness, and allow other people to undertake a self-guided 
cultural tour. 

This book follows the traditional pathways from Tumut up to the 
Bogong moths in Mt Jagungal and details Meeting Places of the 
Wiradjuri, Wolgalu and Ngunnawal Peoples. This is but one, of many, 
rich cultural histories that lie within the Snowy Valleys.



Indigenous Australian people(s) need to be aware that this 
document may contain the names and/or images of Elders 
and Indigenous Australian people(s) who may have passed 

away. 



The name Tumut is derived from a Wiradjuri word meaning ‘quiet 
resting place by the river’ and is on the lands of the Wiradjuri 
people. Doomut is the Wiradjuri word for Tumut. Tumut is a rural town 
located in the Riverina region of New South Wales, built around the 
banks of the Tumut River, and situated on the north-west foothills 
of the Snowy Mountains. Tumut is home to several significant 
cultural places, memorials and people such as The Junction, 
Yolde Campground, Bila Park and Hannibal Hamilton memorial 
site. Making it a culturally rich and special place to visit and live in. 
Additionally, Kosciuszko National Park, Blowering Dam and remnant 
Murray Pine forests surround Tumut contributing to the numerous 
environmental spectacles present.

About Tumut

We would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the 
land on which Tumut is situated, the Wiradjuri people. We 
would like to acknowledge their continued connection to 

land, water and culture. We pay our respects to Elders past, 
present and emerging, and thank them for sharing their 

culture with us.
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Bila Park

Bila Park is an important place for the local Wiradjuri people, both 
historically and today. Prior to European contact and up until the 
1870s, three Aboriginal Nations, the Wiradjuri, the Wolgalu, and the 
Ngunnawal would meet by the Tumut River to travel together into the 
mountains for the Bogong Moth feast around November of each year. 
Near Bila Park, where the Gilmore Creek joins the Tumut River is the site 
of a traditional meeting place and corroboree ground. 

The Aboriginal people of the Tumut region have survived and thrived 
through difficult and unjust moments in Australian history and continue 
to care for their country and community. Bila Park remains an 
important cultural place in the Tumut Region and the local Aboriginal 
community utilises the space for cultural events such as the Proud and 
Deadly awards, that celebrate the academic success of Aboriginal 
youth.

In 2009, the local community - led by Elder Vince Bulger OAM and 
local artist Susan McDonald, created a large 18m in diameter public 
art mosaic at Bila Park. The mosaic tells the story of the Wiradjuri, 
Wolgalu and Ngunnawal and the significance of the meeting place. 
Surrounding the mosaic are three paths that represent those nations 
that lead into the central design.





The Junction
Western knowledge bases movements around the concept of ‘time’ 
however, in Aboriginal cultural there was no such concept as months 
or years. The movements of Aboriginal people were governed by 
ceremony, the landscape, and the seasonal changes that affected 
shelter and food sources. These factors determined when and for how 
long Aboriginal People stayed at Meeting Places, such as the Junction.
The confluence of the Tumut River with the Goobarragandra River, and 
Shelly’s Creek – a small anabranch, is commonly known as the Junction 
and was a Meeting Place for Wiradjuri, Ngunnawal and Wolgalu 
Peoples. 

Shane Herrington, National Parks and Wildlife Service Aboriginal 
Discovery Ranger, provided an overview of the cultural history of 
the Junction. “Shelley’s creek is often forgotten about, however, 
it was very important because it provided all the resources for the 
Aboriginal People to live here. As it flows slower than the Tumut River, 
it was the habitat for fish, freshwater muscles, yabbies and lobster. The 
Junction was called Bean (Wiradjuri name) before the Shelley’s family 
moved there. The bridge is the original Shelley’s bridge – now called 
the Junction Bridge. These great seasonal congregations were the 
time for initiation ceremonies, corroborees, trade, birthing, marriage 
arrangements, and to have meetings. Bean was a corroboree ground, 
a burning ground. The Tumut River is the pathway into the mountain 
country to the Bogong Corroboree”.





Fire was an essential part of Meeting Places. 
Fire helps to provide warmth, cook food and 
harden tools. Indigenous People(s) were 
incredibly sustainable in how they used 
the natural resources in their immediate 
environment to create resources such as 
fire. Fire was also used during ceremonies 
conducted at Meeting Places such as 
Bean for marriage and cleansing smoking 
ceremonies. 

After leaving Bean, the Wiradjuri, Ngunnawal 
and Wolgalu People would undertake a 
cultural burn of the area in preparation for 
their visit the following season. Fire would 
promote seed germination and help to 
reduce unwanted vegetation.



Yolde Campground

The Tumut River is the traditional pathway for Aboriginal People to 
head up into mountain country following the Bogong moth. Before 
Blowering Dam was built and the Tumut River flooded, the original 
riverbanks of Tumut River, which is located near where the present-day 
Yolde Campground is, was the next Meeting Place after Bean (the 
Junction). In explorer’s diary’s, there is anecdotal recordings of them 
seeing over 500-800 people from Wiradjuri, Wolgalu, Ngunnawal and 
Dudaroa tribes present along the original Tumut riverbank. Artefacts 
from those times are still resting next to the old riverbed, just hidden 
under the water. 

Off in the distance is Mt Talbingo (see below), the Wolgalu name for it 
is Mt Thelbingung and it is part of Wolgalu dialect. Around November, 
was when tribes would start to gather - depending on seasonal 
engagements. This determined whether members of tribal groups 
would make the journey to the Bogong Peaks.



Ceremonies are held in higher peaks like Mt Thelbingung, because the 
stars in the sky are ancestors and the closer they are, the easier it is to 
communicate and have ceremony with them. These ceremonies took 
place when the Bogong moths arrived from Queensland and would land 
in the big rock crevasses. Ngunnawal people came from the East, Wolga-
lu came from the south, Wiradjuri people from the north and the Dudoroa 
came from the West. 

Shane Herrington expressed “Aboriginal People would not just come here 
for the ceremony because they knew it was the right time, they had to 
be invited here. For example, when we go onto other Aboriginal People’s 
Country, we would not do a Welcome to Country, because it is not our 
country. We wait to be welcomed”. Country’s borders exist where there 
are changes in plant species, environment, rivers, totems, creeks and 
language. 

Tribes knew to move into the Bogong Peaks when signal fires were lit by 
the Wolgalu to announce that the Bogong Moths had arrived. This was a 
very effective means of travel.



Hannibal Hamilton Burial Site

This is a site of historic and cultural significance. Hannibal was a 
Wiradjuri man who was best known and highly respected for his role 
as a mediator between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities. 
He was born in Parramatta in 1800s before moving to the Tumut 
area, where he worked as a tracker and guide. Hannibal played an 
important role in negotiating between Aboriginal groups who travelled 
through the area following the Bogong moth, ensuring they had access 
to food and water resources. He assisted European landholders and 
helped Hume and Hovell navigate their way across the high country. 
Hannibal was heroic when he helped locate and rescue a kidnapped 
baby. After hearing of the kidnapping, gathered community members 
and tracked down the child returning safely family.

The death of Hannibal in 1865 was widely reported in local and 
national newspapers, such as The Sydney Morning Herald and New 
York Times. Hannibal’s grave site consists of a large earth mound and 
a matured English elm planted at the time of burial, to commemorate 
him as a respected community leader. 



Micalong Swamp/The Corroboree Frog

Micalong Swamp was used and occupied by Wiradjuri and Wolgalu 
people. For thousands of years, Aboriginal people cared for this high 
country. For instance, upon leaving Micalong Swamp to continue on 
the traditional pathway, they would conduct a cultural burn. Burning 
the swamp was crucial in sustaining the health of the unique montane 
peatland. It is one of the largest remaining swamps on the south-
western slopes of New South Wales. Caring for Micalong Swamp was 
important for a multitude of reasons, two of them being that Micalong 
Swamp is a RAMSAR wetland and is also home to a threatened 
species, the Northern Corroboree Frog. The Corroboree Frog species 
population is declining now because of climate change, weeds, feral 
animals, damage to sites and infection from the Amphibian Chytrid 
Fungus. 





Yarrangobilly Caves
 As a place of cultural, historical and environmental significance, the 
trip was split into a Discovery Tour of the caves by tour guides and 
Cultural Tour of artefacts and cultural activities. Shane Herrington from 
NPWS and Elders Pat Connolly, Winnie Bulger and Sue Bulger were 
present on the day to connect with students and bring them back on 
country. 



Cultural Tour of Yarrangobilly

The Yarrangobilly Caves are in Wolgalu Country. Wolgalu Country is 
part of a Nation known as the Gnurmal Nation. Within the Gnurmal 
Nation, there are two main language groups, the Wolgalu and 
Ngarigu. There are connections through kinship and marriage between 
these groups. For Wolgalu people their totem is the Malian Yibai (Eagle 
Hawk/Wedge Tail Eagle) and for Ngarigu people it’s the Umbe (Black 
Crow). Wiradjuri and Wolgalu people would come for ceremony and 
resources, making the Yarrangobilly Caves a signficant place.

During ceremony song and dance would occur. The Yidaki is the 
Yolngu word for a Didgeridoo. The Yidaki is from a northern country, 
Yolngu, and came to the Wolgalu people in trade for ceremony. The 
name Yidaki was based on the termite that eats out the inside of the 
log causing the hollow.

It is prohibited or forbidden for women and girls to play the Yidaki to 
protect them from infertility, which is believed to be caused when 
they play one. Instead, women play clapsticks. Circular breathing is 
the technique needed to play a Yidaki and with increased practice 
and skill, playing animal sounds like the kookaburra or the bounce of 
a kangaroo is achievable. You can even learn to speak words whilst 
continuing to play it.



Evidence of Aboriginal people living sustainably off the land is 
observed through the artefacts and bush foods found at the caves. 
Traditionally, you will see a lot of Aboriginal tools are made from timber 
and for this, there had to be a tool to be able to make the wood, 
which was stone. Stonework was an important skill for both men and 
women to have. 

Making axes was the skill of the men. Two different axes were shown. 
One is an axe head from rock in Yarrangobilly. These axes were made 
as a hand axe – it had no handle. They held them up and wacked 
it with a hammer stone. To create an axe head, you would hit the 
shoulder of the rock off, this excess material comes off in small sharp 
pieces to then become knifes and chisels. The left-over part is the axe. 
To finish the axe, Wolgalu and Wiradjuri used grass tree resin. Resin is 
heated it up with fire and dry kangaroo poo was mixed in as a binder. 
Kangaroo poo was an effective binder because of the fine fibres, 
ochre could be used but it was not as efficient.
 



Yarrangobilly Caves have basalt rock formed from old volcanic 
activity. Such rock was traded all over Australia between Aboriginal 
people. Basalt is a hard rock and easily holds a sharp edge, it was used 
as currency. When trading between different parts of the Australian, 
there would be different types of rock, ochres, timbers. Basalt was one 
of the main resources traded from Wiradjuri and Wolgalu Country. The 
basalt wedge axe, see figure above, was from the Goobagandra 
Valley and did not have evidence of being worked on the back so, it 
was used to help make canoes and coolamons. It would be placed 
in between the bark and the trunk of the tree to assist with carefully 
removing the bark in once piece.

These are all examples of resourcefulness and how Aboriginal people 
connect to the land on which they live.





Discovery Tour of Yarrangobilly 
Caves

For 100,000 years, the Yarrangobilly 
Caves have been constantly 
forming with the erosion of the 
limestone from rainwater and the 
insurgence of Rules creek (see 
right). Insurgence means where 
the creek enters into rock and 
goes underground. Limestone is 
made up of shells, fish, coral – all 
the natural materials made from 
calcium. Therefore, the limestone 
rock found at the Yarrangobilly 
Caves was once the ocean floor 
that has been uplifted through 
tectonic plate movement. The 
fossilised shells found in the layers 
are carbon-dated at 440 million 
years old assisting to provide an 
understanding of how old the 
ocean floor is.  



To form the limestone, carbon dioxide is an acid found in rainwater 
that dissolves and breaks down those materials. Inside the 
Yarrangobilly caves the pathway you walk along is actually the 
roof of the old cave that collapsed around 60, 000 years ago. Also, 
inside you find sparkling crystals of calcite which is dissolved rock 
transformed into a new form and growing forms of crystals called 
stalagmites and stalactites. To form these, on the roof there are 
‘straws’ – thin tubes of calcite which originate from rings of calcite 
crystals forming around individual water drops. The straws only 
grow lengthwise and taper towards the bottom to form stalactite. 
Stalagmites grow from the cave floor building up over time with 
each drip as it solidifies in the air. The stalactites form in the opposite 
was and growing from the cave roof coming down to a point with 
each drip that drops from the cave roof.   

The temperature in the caves sits at around 10 degrees all year 
round regardless of which season it is!



“Last Monday we went to Micalong Swamp, me and six other 
Aboriginal students had gone to this place. It was an amazing 
experience. While we were there we got to meet researchers who 
came from Wollongong. I have a great time learning how different 
frogs burrow and nest. The tadpoles were the most fascintating part, 
epsecially, when we were able to physically pick them up and watch 
them swim around. Not only that, we had healthy food supplied for 
us and we sat around with Elders in a yarning circle. My favourite part 
was watching the kids really get their hands dirty, it isn’t often that you 
see people in my generation learning about wildlife whilst physically 
touching them. I love that our school was part of an opportunity to 
be able to learn about important things about our culture and, us kids 
need to learn. Its good to be able to learn these things before they are 
lost forever”. - A reflection of one field trip by Grace, year 12 student.  

Grace’s NAIDOC week artwork, 2020



This Youth Program was proudly funded by the NSW Government 
through the Stronger Country Communities Fund Round 3.

Thank you to Brungle Tumut Local Aboriginal Land Council, 
National Parks and Wildlife Services, Tumut High School and 

Petaurus Education Group, for facilitating and supporting this 
meaningful program.

2020 Mentor Program participants and co-authors to this book 
were: Rubin Russell, James Ellyard (Tumut High School) Aiden Breed, 
Maddy Shaw (Petaurus Education Group), Anisha O’Brien, Grace 

Denny, Callum O’Brien, Kayden Ford-Herrington, Brock Russell, 
Jacob Young and Winnie Bulger (Tumut High School).


